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Dear Stakeholders,
A worldwide pandemic was not in any of the region’s plans. No sooner was a new
slate of NIRPC officers and a new Executive Board elected for 2020 than the entire
Northwest Indiana region was thrown into a completely unanticipated scenario of
remote work and virtual meetings in response to COVID-19. Fortunately, NIRPC
staff and commissioners proved resilient and adaptable to these challenging
circumstances. Not only did NIRPC continue to carry out its planning and
programming responsibilities throughout the pandemic, but the agency even
launched a $45 million Notice of Funding Availability (NOFA) to program new and
needed transportation infrastructure in future years, when the region presumably
moves beyond coronavirus. A study of E-Commerce (that is, buying and selling
through online retail), while initiated prior to the outbreak, could not have been
more timely for addressing how the region’s residents would accelerate online
buying habits amidst restricting social contact, and positioned the region to take
advantage of these trends into the future. And NIRPC’s designation as an
Economic Development District just prior to 2020 could not have been timelier as
the U.S. Economic Development Administration allocated CARES Act funds to
NIRPC to assist with pandemic recovery. This was right on the heels of the Federal
Transit Administration allocating CARES Act funds to Northwest Indiana’s transit
operators to support services to the region’s transit-reliant residents, for which
NIRPC staff mobilized quickly to distribute these funds almost as soon as they
became available. In short: the region proved itself resilient. All the more
important, then, is the funding the NIRPC EDD is receiving from the EDA to create
a resiliency plan for the region to address future disruptions. While we don’t know
all that 2021 will bring as I write these words, the collaborative framework NIRPC
has built over 50 years, heavily relied upon in the pandemic of 2020, continues to
serve the region well for this and any future scenario. It is with this outlook of
resiliency and adaptability that this 2020 Annual Report is submitted with
continued optimism for the future of Northwest Indiana.
Sincerely,
Ty Warner, AICP

Letter from
Executive Director
Ty Warner, AICP

Mission
NIRPC provides a forum that enables the citizens of Northwest
Indiana to address regional issues relating to transportation, the
environment, and economic development.
NIRPC has a six-fold mission:

The Northwestern Indiana Regional
Planning Commission (NIRPC) is the
Council of Governments (COG) and
Metropolitan Planning Organization
(MPO) for Lake, Porter, and LaPorte
Counties in Northwest Indiana,
designated in Indiana state law in 1965.
Working collaboratively across the region,
NIRPC coordinates regional
comprehensive planning and
programming for transportation,
economic development, and
environmental policy.
NIRPC, functioning as an MPO, is the
designated coordinator of federal
transportation funds. NIRPC is also the
designated Economic Development



To serve as Northwest Indiana’s metropolitan planning
organization and act as the designated recipient for certain
transportation funding;



To generate meaningful dialogue and cooperation on issues
of common concern;



To contribute to the development of a common vision
pertaining to Northwest Indiana’s future;



To provide a forum in which elected officials and other
decision-makers can develop and implement solutions to
regional problems;



To create opportunities for partnership between the public
and private sectors; and



To provide a common voice for Northwest Indiana in its
communications with the state and the federal government.

District (EDD).
As a Council of Governments, NIRPC
serves as a forum for Northwest Indiana
elected officials to address regional
issues. The Commission consists of 53
commissioners, representing 41
communities and nearly 800,000 people.
NIRPC serves as a liaison between
communities in Northwest Indiana and
regional, federal, and state authorities,
translating public policies and collective
regional goals into actionable plans and
recommendations for such pressing areas
as transportation, land use,
environmental health, quality of life,
economic stability, and future
development.

This mission is achieved through the performance of seven core
functions:



The identification and framing of issues of concern;



Advocacy;



The identification of potential funding sources and the pursuit
of funding;



Project planning, plan implementation, programming, and
coordination;



Participation in partnerships;



Sub-grantee administration; and



The direct provision of technical services, data, and other
resources.

NWI 2050: NWI 2050 is the overarching, long-range plan for Lake, Porter, and
Laporte Counties. All projects must align with NWI 2050 for approval and funding
through NIRPC.
The fundamental vision of NWI 2050 is encapsulated in four statements to describe
the future of Northwest Indiana:
Connected: A Connected NWI brings the region together and provides access to
opportunities with a robust multimodal transportation network and its harmonious
interaction with land uses and the environment.

Invest NWI: NIRPC’s Transportation
Improvement Program (TIP)
Federal and state transportation and transit
funding is approved through the TIP. The scoring
process for approvals aligns with NWI 2050. INDOT
funds and projects in the region are administered
through the TIP.

Renewed: A Renewed NWI serves to focus resources in a manner that enables the
entire region to become economically competitive and successful.

Plan NWI: NIRPC’s Unified Planning Work
Program (UPWP)

United: A United NWI seeks to preserve and encourage the region’s diversity,
promotes affordable and accessible housing across the region, and works together
for the outcomes enjoyed by all.

The UPWP consists of programs in transportation,
active transportation, economic development,
environment and air quality, quality of life, land
use, and outreach. These projects are funded
through grants and state-mandated revenue
from member counties and municipalities.

Vibrant: A Vibrant NWI creates desirable places to live, work, and play. It promotes
active lifestyles and sustainable environment, and creates an authentic character
of place where people enjoy spending time in the region and where they can
achieve prosperity.

Long-Range Plan
20-30 Years

Comprehensive Economic Development
Strategy (CEDS)
NIRPC maintains and implements the
CEDS, a five-year strategy-driven plan for
regional economic development to guide
the economic growth of Lake, Porter and
LaPorte Counties. The CEDS helps the region
maintain its designation as a District and
represents the confluence of local public and
private interests and is intended to be a roadmap
to a bright future in Northwest Indiana. It works in
tandem with Ignite the Region: A Regional
Strategy for Economic Transformation, the recent
regional economic strategy developed with
multiple economic development partners.

Short-Range Plans
2-5 Years
Engage NWI: NIRPC’s Public
Participation Plan
This easily-accessible document outlines
how NIRPC will engage in outreach to
stakeholders throughout Northwest
Indiana to invite access into the planning
and programming process and uphold a
level of transparency.
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2020 Revenue

B u d g e t
NIRPC’s 2020 revenue is comprised of seven revenue sources. These
are county appropriations from Lake, LaPorte, and Porter Counties received per statute and used as local share for grants; revenue
from the Laporte County Revolving Loan Fund – a loan program
managed by NIRPC on behalf of LaPorte County for eligible
businesses; revenue from partner agencies – including the
Kankakee River Yellow River Basin Development Commission and
Shared Ethics Advisory Commission; grants from the State level; and
grants from the Federal level.

$8,331,385

The Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic Security (CARES) Act is a
$2.2 trillion economic stimulus bill passed in March, 2020, in response
to the coronavirus pandemic. As the Economic Development
District administrator, NIRPC received $847,822 for the creation of a
new regional Revolving Loan Fund (RLF) and other pandemic recovery
activities, including an Economic Resiliency Plan for the region. NIRPC
received $6,369,454 on behalf of transit sub-recipients throughout
the region.

In order to access grants to fund its activities benefiting Lake, Porter,
and La Porte Counties, NIRPC relies on the 70 cents per capita
amount it receives from each of those counties for local share to
match those grants, as provided in Indiana Code 36-7-7.6-18. This
amount has not been changed since 1992 and has never been
adjusted for inflation. In 2019, the Commission passed Resolution 1906 -- re-affirmed in Resolution 19-27 -- asking the Indiana General
Assembly to adjust this per capita amount to current dollars.

2020 Expenditures
$8,331,385

NIRPC’s 2020 program expenditures is comprised of five categories.
These include planning activities involving transportation;
administration expenditures– including all operating costs for NIRPC;
the LaPorte Revolving Loan Fund; environmental planning – focused
on improving land, water quality, and air quality in Northwest
Indiana; and transit oversight and pass-through – consisting of
salaries and funds to seven sub-recipients for operating costs,
preventative maintenance, paratransit, capital cost of contracting,
and purchases of buses.
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Funded TIP Projects for 2020-2024, Aggregated

Municipal Distribution of Funding for
TIP Projects in Northwest Indiana
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TIP Project Fund Distribution 2020-2024

Nearly $1.5 billion combined local,
state, and federal transportation
funding will be invested from the TIP
between 2020 and 2024.

Highway &
Road Projects

Transit Projects
(except South
Shore Line)

South Shore
Line Projects

Transportation

As the Metropolitan Planning
Organization (MPO), NIRPC manages
federal transportation funds and acts as
an intermediary between local
communities and federal and state
entities. Significant passenger,
commuter, commercial, and freight
traffic pass through Northwest Indiana.
Access to the region’s natural trails and
destinations contributes to the health
and quality of life in the region.
Planning considerations, like traffic
movement, congestion, last-mile
access, environmental impact, and
access to public resources make
transportation a critical responsibility for
NIRPC. NWI 2050 covers surface
transportation, infrastructure, transit,
and active transportation.

ADA Bus Inventory
NIRPC staff members and transit operators
collaborated to make regional bus systems more
accessible. This project will assist in making bus
systems -- in particular bus stops -- more
accessible for individuals with disabilities. The
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990
requires that design, construction, and additions
are to be made in new and existing construction
to adhere to federal requirements for the ADA.
NIRPC staff members traveled throughout the
region documenting and assessing each stop to
develop an inventory of all bus stops. NIRPC and
the transit operators then worked together to find
solutions in taking steps to help with ADA
compliance. This community-wide effort to
improve the transit system will ensure Northwest
Indiana is a better community for all residents.

of ensuring that municipalities can transition into
complying with the 1990 Americans with
Disabilities Act.
Additionally, NIRPC has secured funding to assist
communities with projects related to the
implementation of their locally-developed ADA
Transition Plans.
During the Fall 2020 NOFA, communities utilized
data from the bus inventory to apply for NIRPC
funding to implement improvements to make
communities accessible.
Currently, data is being compiled and analyzed.
Community leaders and ADA Coordinators
should expect access to the data after the start
of the New Year.

This data will assist transit operators in mapping
and measuring the accessibility of their bus stops
and will be shared with municipalities to assist in
the development of their federally-required ADA
Transition Plans. These plans are an important part

in these designs, protecting city and personal
property. Rain gardens and tree coverage
As communities design new facilities and update
mitigate stormwater runoff and provide passive
existing roadways, NIRPC’s Living Streets program, water control and provide natural filtration of
previously Complete Streets, advises policy and
pollutants. A healthier urban forestry environment
best practices to encourage road development
is closely linked to better air quality, the
for all intended users: automobiles, delivery/freight economics of “curb appeal,” and improved
traffic, public transit, bicycle riders, pedestrians,
quality of life. Communities see the benefit in
and wildlife.
improved congestion management, increased
safety rates, stronger environmental controls, and
The Living Streets program incorporates previous
improved mobility within the municipality.
programs, Green Streets and Complete Streets.
Rain gardens and tree coverage are considered

Living Streets
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Active Transportation

Transit Oriented Development (TOD)

NIRPC sponsored new signage for both the Erie Lackawanna and Prairie Duneland Trails. The
new elements installed under guidelines outlined
in the Unified Wayfinding Plan include
community welcome signs, information kiosks,
mile markers, and street signs.

NIRPC manages a TOD study of existing NICTD/
South Shore train stations, proposed stations in
the Westlake Corridor extension, and several
high-traffic bus stations in Lake, Porter and
LaPorte counties. Study recommendations will
support designs for vitality and livability in transit
station areas and transit corridors. The study
preferences investments linking transportation
and land use considerations. The analysis will
identify opportunities for infrastructure-related
expansion and investment within the transit
areas. NIRPC and the Regional Development
Authority (RDA) coordinate TOD areas studied
within this project.

Over 10 miles of new trails were opened in 2020,
extending the regional network to over 180
miles. These included a three-mile link in the
Pennsy Greenway between Munster and
Schererville, and the first mile of the Veterans
Memorial Trail in Hebron. Segments of the threestate Marquette Greenway were constructed in
Michigan City and Burns Harbor.
As part of the update of the
Greenways+Blueways Map, NIRPC contracted
with My City Bikes to create the first mobile app
of routes in the Region. The project scope was
increased to include communities in the south
Chicago suburbs with help from the Calumet
Collaborative. The map will be printed in early
2021, with the mobile app published online by
mid-Spring.

Coordination with INDOT
Funding for INDOT projects in Northwest Indiana
are directed through NIRPC. NIRPC will act as a
representative for municipalities within the
district, providing consolidated knowledge and
leadership with INDOT on state construction
projects. The result is an open and transparent
process, lower costs, and input on the
development of construction projects in their
communities.

MOVE NWI Congestion Management
Process
NIRPC adopted MOVE NWI in September, 2020,
as part of the first Congestion Management
Process update since 2011. MOVE NWI is a datadriven regional plan aimed at reducing
congestion in Northwest Indiana. The plan uses
strategies derived from NWI 2050 as well as other
stakeholder-led input. The goal of MOVE NWI is
to proactively steer transportation projects that
NIRPC plans or programs toward incorporating
strategies that reduce congestion . Examples
include flexible work schedules among major
employers along corridors, traffic signal
coordination, increased transit and nonmotorized access.

Compliance - PTSAP – Public
Transportation Agency Safety
Plan
A compliance project for fixed route
transit agencies moved along amidst
COVID-19, to be finalized postpandemic. NIRPC continues to work
with the three largest bus systems to
ensure compliance with the ADA and
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

Sensible Tools
The NIRPC Sensible Tools guidebook
provides city planners with guidance
on zoning laws and ordinances, to
assist officials as they implement
planned development. Work on an
updated Sensible Tools publication
began in 2020 and will cover new
issues, such as cellular towers and
green energy considerations. The
document, when finished, will be
distributed to communities throughout
Indiana.

Economic
Development
As the designated Economic
Development District, NIRPC works with
partners and local governments to
meet local and regional needs by
strategically investing in economic
development and infrastructure
connectivity projects that support
economic growth. NIRPC fosters
relationships, networks and partnerships
to advance regional economic
development to enhance and unify
future economic vitality in the region.

Economic Development District

LaPorte County Revolving Loan Fund

In 2019, NIRPC was designated by the U.S.
Economic Development Administration (EDA) as
the Economic Development District (EDD) for
Lake, Porter and LaPorte Counties. A District
brings together private, public and nonprofit
sectors in a partnership to provide a coordinated
strategy and provide economic development
technical assistance. It also serves as a
foundation for regional collaboration and
cooperative economic planning. In July, 2020,
NIRPC received Partnership Planning funds from
EDA to administer the District for Economic
Development activities.

NIRPC continues to administer the LaPorte
County Revolving Loan Fund program. As part
of the CARES Act, EDA allowed certain policies
to be relaxed and waived in order to provide
greater flexibility and allow the LaPorte County
RLF program to help address the impact of the
coronavirus pandemic on small businesses.
Changes to reflect the flexibilities were updated
in the LaPorte County Management Plan and
adopted by the Commission in September 2020.
These flexibilities will remain until May 2021.

As a District, NIRPC maintains and implements
the Comprehensive Economic Development
Strategy (CEDS), a five-year strategy-driven plan
for regional economic development to guide
the economic growth of the District. The CEDS
helps the region maintain its designation as a
District. NIRPC’s current CEDS was completed in
2018 and updated every five years.
As a designated District, communities in Lake,
Porter and LaPorte Counties have access to
federal funding opportunities for economic
development related projects. NIRPC provides
assistance to communities seeking EDA funds
and ensures projects are consistent with the
goals and objectives of the CEDS.

E-commerce in Northwest Indiana
Lake, Porter, and LaPorte county traffic and air
quality data show the region is undergoing a
significant shift in commerce, traffic, economic
patterns, and air quality from the 2020
pandemic.
The NIRPC land use and data analysis team
found that retail space has declined and ecommerce, like Amazon, has increased. Traffic
patterns have shifted as many work remotely
and truck traffic has increased, leading to better
air quality.
As part of the analysis, the team made
recommendations for land use and existing
commercial space to encourage development
in the most productive locations.
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CARES Grants

used a portion of the funds to strengthen the
ability to respond, provide capacity building
and technical assistance to local
communities, by hiring two new staff members,
a communications specialist and an economic
development specialist. The grant also allowed
NIRPC to purchase new laptops and
technology equipment.

The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic
Security (CARES) Act provided the EDA with
$1.5 billion for economic development
assistance programs to help communities
prevent, prepare for, and respond to
coronavirus, In July, the EDA awarded NIRPC
two CARES Act Recovery Assistance grants to
NIRPC also received funds from the EDA CARES
assist Lake, Porter and LaPorte counties for
economic recovery in responding to economic Act Recovery Assistance Grant totaling
$583,000 to capitalize and administer a new
injury as a result of the pandemic.
Regional Revolving Loan Fund (RLF) to make
NIRPC received $400,000 from the CARES Act
loans available to small businesses in Lake,
Recovery Assistance Grant to respond to the
Porter, and LaPorte counties that have been
coronavirus pandemic to address short and
impacted by the coronavirus. Financing of
long-term economic development impacts
$530,000 will assist businesses in recovering and
through the development of an economic
responding to the impacts of the pandemic
resiliency plan and aid in the economic
while $53,000 is used for administration of the
recovery for future pandemics and disasters.
program. The Recover NWI Loan Program will
The Plan will serve as a regional guide to
be available early 2021.
prepare and sustain future economic
pandemics, disasters and recoveries. NIRPC

Environment

The NIRPC mission includes stewardship
of the unique natural resources found
in Northwest Indiana that are critical to
the vitality of the region. Natural
spaces, like the Indiana dunes national
and state parks, and the trail and
waterway systems, balance with the
region’s major industrial infrastructure
and transportation network. NIRPC
administers programs and grants for
industrial and brownfield rehabilitation,
conservation, air quality, and urban
forestry projects. Public engagement
includes education and workshops on
vehicle emissions and rain gardens.

NIRPC and South Shore Clean Cities worked
toward clean air initiatives through:


The Green Fleets program, a partnership
between NIRPC and SSCC, provided
technical support to 24 communities, school
districts, and fleet managers submitting grant
applications. These grants to secured nearly
$3 million for the region from the IDEM VW
Settlement, IOED, Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) and other sources.



A revamped campaign, "It All Adds Up to
Cleaner Air," from EPA and FHWA, featuring
a suite of "Region Man" characters on
billboards and in radio spots, demonstrating
tips to improve our air quality;



A virtual electric vehicle “Ride and Drive”
event, hosted during October, “Elective
Vehicle Month;”



Funding for two Partners for Clean Air
scholarships, granted to two NWI high school
seniors pursuing degrees in environmentalscience related majors;



The purchase of 900 environmentally-friendly
gas cans, protecting both air and water
quality and supporting household hazardous
waste collection events in Gary, LaPorte
County, and Porter County.

Brownfields
NIRPC, as the grantee for the NWI Greater
Brownfield Coalition, which includes NWI Forum
and the RDA, completed four Phase I
Environmental Assessments. The assessments
provide environmental liability protection for
both public and private land purchasers and an
additional 2 Phase II Environmental Assessments.
The project will assist private companies in
understanding and reducing environmental risks
on properties purchased for redevelopment or
job retention.

Communitree
NIRPC and several conservation organizations
distributed 395 native trees in 2020 as part
Communitree, an Urban
Waters Federal
Partnership project with
NIRPC. Since 2017, the
program has provided a
total of 2,380 trees
through NIRPC, and more than 6,000 through all
organizations, to public and non-profit
organizations throughout the Lake Michigan
Basin. The forestry program serves as a
community investment in canopy diversity, air
quality, wildlife preservation and biodiversity,
stormwater control, and urban energy
conservation. Communitree is a NIRPC program
funded through the U.S. Forest Service Great
Lakes Restoration Initiative grant.
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NIRPC COVID Updates
NIRPC responded to public need during the COVID pandemic,
compiling and maintaining a central knowledge base on the
NIRPC website for local governments, residents, and local
businesses.
The NIRPC data team developed this resource to provide
information on assistance programs and expertise, including
unemployment and emergency prescription information,
Indiana state guidance for coronavirus policy development,
and Small Business Administration COVID assistance resources.
The team also developed the Northwest Indiana COVID 19 Dashboard, by customizing data from the John Hopkins
Coronavirus Resource Center, to provide accurate case
statistics for the three-county region.
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